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SANTINI WORLD

#santiniracewear

Quality of products and service, innovation, style, and attention to details are the
characteristics that differentiate us and on which we constantly work. 

All our technical garments have been produced in Italy since 1965. 
Santini is not only a brand, a name, a symbol, Santini is a production company that 

has a beating heart, fueled by a deep passion for cycling.







#santinirainbow
SINCE 1988
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You are getting ready for a ride. Your bike is waiting for you. 
Helmet, shoes and glasses are ready but you are still unsure on what to wear.  You 
know this is an important decision.When you ride you don’t want distractions. You 

just want to feel your muscles work, your steady breathing, your heart beating, enjoy  
the view and think about nothing. Choose clothing that reflects your personality, the 

kind of rider you are, the goal you have. Most importantly, choose something that 
makes you feel good, whatever the weather.

In this brochure you will find our suggestions for clothing suitable for every ride, 
every different combination of temperature and weather conditions.

Now you’re ready to go.

COLLECTION 2017



SOLANAS, SARDINIA





SANTINI
PEOPLE

For over 50 years we have put at the center of 
our world the person and his passion, the cyclist 

and his bike. 
Each season, each collection, the aim is to always 

improve our products, to provide you with 
the clothing that you dream and deserve to 

live your passion, to wear during your training 
and your races, to challenge your limits in all 

weather conditions. 
Because YOU are the real center of OUR world 

and when you wear one of our products, you 
become part of our family. 

#santinipeople
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MEN’S 
COLLECTION
08 Aero-Light

20 Elite

28 Every-day Comfort

36 Multi-Weather

44 Rain

58 Cold



WOMEN’S
COLLECTION
70 Areo-Light

76 Every-day Confort

86 Multi-Weather

92 Cold and Rain
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The garments in this category are dedicated to those who love speed.
Designed to give you maximum aerodynamic advantage and ensure perfect 

breathability even on the hottest days.

AERO-LIGHT COLLECTION

MEN
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CUSTOMIZABLE

1

AERO-LIGHT COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

PHOTON 3.0 ¾ JERSEY
SuPER AERO jERSEy WITH ¾ SLEEvES
CODE: FS 947 75 PHO3 34

TESTED by
LOTTO-juMbO PRO CyCLING TEAM
Watch the video!
www.santinisms.it/photon

A second skin jersey offering incredible lightness and breathability with 3/4 length sleeves for 
a greater aerodynamic effect and UV protection. Made of Artico fabric and enriched with anti-
bacterial and anti-odor carbon fiber inserts on the sides, Photon 3/4 is equipped with anti-slip 
grip on the sleeve cuffs and waistband  to keep it always in position. At the rear, the triple 
pocket allows to carry with you all you need and the SMS reflective logo ensures maximum 
visibility and safety on the road in the dark.

2 bREATHAbLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Made of Artico fabric, with cooling effect 
and with inserts in lightweight antibacterial 
and breathable carbon fiber

3 GREAT fIT
Elastic and silicone grippers on the 
waistband and sleeve cuffs for enhanced fit

4 TESTED by THE PROS 
In collaboration with the professional 
athletes of the Lotto NL- Jumbo team

1 3/4 SLEEvES
Longer sleeves for maximum 
aerodynamics and to protect the skin 
from UV rays

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMIC
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1

AERO-LIGHT COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

PHOTON 3.0 JERSEY

TESTED by
LOTTO-juMbO PRO CyCLING TEAM
Watch the video!
www.santinisms.it/photon

SuPER AERO SHORT SLEEvE jERSEy
CODE: FS 947 75 PHO3

1 PERfECT fIT
Aerodynamic cut and elasticated bands 
with internal grip on waistband and sleeve 
cuffs

2 bREATHAbLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
The super-lightweight breathable Carbon 
fabric inserts ensure freshness and 
breathability

3 ESSENTIAL DETAILS  
Spacious triple back pocket and reflective 
inserts for extra safety in the dark

A jersey that offers amazing breathability and lightness. Made of Artico fabric and enriched 
with carbon antibacterial and anti-odor fiber inserts on the sides. This jersey offers a second 
skin effect and it is equipped with anti-slip grippers on the sleeve cuffs and waistband  to 
keep it in position and enhance the fit. Triple back pocket and SMS reflective logo to ensure 
maximum visibility and safety on the road in the dark.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMIC
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www.santinisms.it/C3

AERO-LIGHT COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

2 COMfORT AND bREATHAbILITy
Elastic jacquard seamless braces, with 
breathable mesh on the back

3 GREAT ANTI-SHOCk PROTECTION
New C3 chamois, with protective shell, 
ergonomic 3d surface with different 
densities and thicknesses 

PHOTON 3.0 BIB-SHORTS

1 PERfECT fIT
Aerodynamic fit and elastic grippers with 
anti-slip grip

SuPER AERO bIb-SHORTS WITH INNOvATIvE C3 CHAMOIS
CODE: FS 1078 C3 PHO

The PHOTON bib-shorts are the perfect complement to your Photon ¾ sleeve jersey. Designed 
with an aerodynamic cut, they are made with Thunderbike Power fabric that helps reduce 
muscle stress due to a light, constant compression and Eschler fabric inserts on the sidebands. 
Raw cut, anti-sliding elasticated leg cuffs cover the muscles like a second skin keeping the 
shorts always in position. Innovative braces, made of seamless jacquard elastic, are connected 
by a single elastic mesh insert on the center of the back to allow for greater breathability and 
perfect fit. Thanks to the innovative C3 chamois with protective shell, multiple-density padding 
and ergonomic 3D surface, the Photon bib-shorts are incredibly comfortable and also suitable 
for long distances.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCk PROTECTION

AERODyNAMICS

C3 PADDING
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AERO-LIGHT COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

AERO HIGH SPEED SkINSuIT
CODE: FS 802E C3 6UCI

IRIDE SPEEDSUIT

4 ANTI-SHOCk PROTECTION
New C3 chamois, with protective shell, 
ergonomic 3D surface with different 
densities and thicknesses 

Created in collaboration with the Slovak National cycling team, this super aerodynamic extra 
light skinsuit is made for world champions!
Designed and developed using the most advanced technical materials, the IRIDE road skinsuit 
is highly breathable and aerodynamic. The front is made entirely of the innovative Spider 700 
mesh and is closed by a double opening zip. The back, in Lycra Monica, ensures maximum 
adherence to the body. The structure of the shorts has been designed around the C3 chamois, 
the most innovative of our range, made with an advanced technique (no seams or glue and 
a soft shell front panel) for maximum shock protection and an unprecedented breathability. 
Inserts in Vergelle fabric provide incredible comfort and prevent unpleasant irritation due to 
rubbing.
At the bottom of the legs, the anti-slip grippers guarantee perfect adherence to the body for 
an impeccable fit. The triple back pocket allows you to carry with you everything you need, 
making this skinsuit an excellent alternative to an aero two-piece.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCk PROTECTION

AERODyNAMIC

1 TESTED by THE SLOvAk NATIONAL 
TEAM
Worn by the Slovak National athletes at 
the World Championships in Richmond 
2015. Gold medal winner.

2 bREATHAbLE AND LIGHT
Made with a combination of super lightweight 
fabrics and breathable stretch mesh  

3 PERfECT AERODyNAMICS
aerodynamic cut with leg elastic bands 
internally coated with non-slip grip for 
perfect fit

TESTED by
SLOvAk NATIONAL TEAM
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AERO-LIGHT COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ExTRA bREATHAbLE AERO RACE jERSEy
CODE: FS 947 75 SLK+

SLEEk PLuS JERSEY

1 DESIGNED fOR PROfESSIONALS
Developed and tested in collaboration 
with the athletes of the Lotto NL- Jumbo 
team, to offer you the best

2 ExTRA vENTILATION
Incredibly elastic and breathable 
fabric Plus, with ventilation channels 
for aerodynamic effect and enhanced 
ventilation

3 GREAT vISIbILITy
Triple pockets plus one extra with 
reflective zip for your valuables, and for 
maximum safety in the dark

Sleek Plus is the evolution of our best-selling Sleek jersey, born from the valuable feedback of 
Team Lotto NL-jumbo athletes. A skin-tight, extra light race jersey, the front is made of Kontatto 
fabric, lightweight and breathable, while the sleeves and the back in innovative fabric Plus, 
with ventilation channels, that ensures maximum breathability and at the same time increases 
the jersey’s aerodynamic effect. The anti-slip bands at the waistband and sleeve cuffs ensure 
an excellent fit and position at all times. Ideal if you want to feel like a pro!

TESTED by
LOTTO-juMbO PRO CyCLING TEAM

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMIC
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www.santinisms.it/C3

AERO-LIGHT COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

TESTED by
LOTTO-juMbO PRO CyCLING TEAM

2 ANTI-SHOCk PROTECTION
New C3 chamois, with protective shell, 
ergonomic 3d surface with different 
densities and thicknesses 

3 AERODyNAMIC EffECT
Aerodynamic cut with bottom leg internally 
coated with non-slip grip

SLEEk PLuS BIB-SHORTS

1 bRACES WITH POCkET
Ergonomic shoulder straps made of light 
and breathable mesh with radio / mp3 
player pocket 

SuPER LIGHT AERO bIb-SHORTS WITH INNOvATIvE C3 CHAMOIS
CODE: FS 1075 C3 SLK+

Sleek Plus bib-shorts are designed to ensure maximum performance on the bike. Built with 
an aerodynamic cut, they are made with Thunderbike Power, a technical fabric that helps 
to reduce muscle stress thanks to the slight compressive effect. The mesh bibs with Y-cut 
guarantee maximum comfort, while the shaped elastic leg grippers with internal non-slip 
grip on the legs ensure a snug fit to the muscle while pedaling. The Sleek Plus bib-shorts 
structure has been designed around the C3 chamois, the most innovative of our range, made 
with an advanced technique (no seams or glue and a soft shell front panel) for maximum shock 
protection and extraordinary breathability.

C3 PADDING

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCk PROTECTION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMICS

www.santinisms.it/C3

2



COMP 2.0 SOCKS

SLEEk PLuS JERSEY

SLEEk PLuS BIB-SHORTS



SANTINI Z1 HELMET

ATOM GLOVES
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All the products of our Elite collection are made with a selection of our finest 
technical fabrics to offer you great breathability, comfort and performance. 

Featuring an anatomical cut, they are designed to fit close to your body without 
constraining.

ELITE COLLECTION

MEN
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ELITE COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ExTRA-LIGHT PERfORMANCE jERSEy
CODE: FS 950 75 TONO

1 PERfECT fIT
Slim fit and Artico  Lycra sleeves with 
inner silicon on the hems 

2 bREATHAbLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Front and back in Sesia micro-mesh, 
lightweight and incredibly breathable

3 TRIPLE REAR POCkET 
Triple pocket on the back to carry with you 
everything you need

The Tono jersey looks sharp and classy. An extremely light and breathable jersey, perfect for 
all your cycling challenges. Front and back are made of Sesia micro-mesh, soft, supple and 
incredibly breathable, while the sleeves are in Arctic Lycra; light and elasticated with inner 
silicone on the hems to allow a snug fit and to ensure maximum comfort and freedom of 
movement. In the back a large triple pocket is perfect to store everything you need and the 
reflective piping guarantees high visibility on the road. Wear it with the Tono matching shorts 
for a wow effect!

TONO JERSEY
ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMICS
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ELITE COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

2 ExTREME COMfORT
Elastic seamless braces, cling to the 
body without forcing

3 ICE EffECT CHAMOIS
NAT padding with NEXT gel core with a 
refreshing effect. To keep you cool even 
after several hours in the saddle

TONO BIB-SHORTS

1 PERfECT fIT
Sidebands made in New Monica fabric 
with built-in “tattoo effect” dotted silicon 
grip

INNOvATIvE “TATTOO” EffECT bIb-SHORTS WITH GRIPPED SIDE bANDS 
CODE: FS 1177 NAT TONO

Have you ever tried a pair of bib-shorts so comfortable that you cannot feel them? So 
lightweight and comfortable that they feel like a second skin? Now you can! Our Tono bib-
shorts are constructed with the innovative New Monica fabric that, thanks to the internal silicon 
dotted grip that covers the entire side band, creates a “tattoo” effect adhering perfectly to the 
skin without constraining. The number of seams is minimized and there is no elastic at the 
bottom of the leg. Elasticated seamless braces are lightweight and super-stretchy, ideal for any 
type of body. Their maximum extension allows excellent fit even for the tallest riders. The NAT 
chamois, with anti-shock and ice-effect NEXT gel core keeps you cool even after long hours in 
the saddle. You will love them!

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCk PROTECTION

AERODyNAMIC





CASTIADAS - OLIA SPECIOSA, SARDINIA
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ELITE COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

kARMA JERSEY
PERfECT fIT LIGHT jERSEy
CODE: PZ 942 75 KARMA

1 ExCELLENT fIT
Bottom elastic band with internal silicone 
for a great fit

2 bREATHAbLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Made of Kontatto® microfiber, light and 
soft on the skin

3 COMfORT AND PERfORMANCE
Maximum freedom of movement and 
comfort guaranteed!

The Karma jersey is inspired and designed on the cut and fabrics of the official UCI World 
Champion jersey. It is made of Kontatto® fabric on front and sides, an extremely light and 
soft microfiber with a high capacity to absorb moisture and excellent breathability. Back and 
shoulders in Cyber-Rider fabric guarantee excellent temperature control and exceptional 
comfort.
The cut, more elongated on the back, and the elastic waistband with silicone gripper on the 
bottom, provide greater stability and adhesion to the body. Karma has a long front zip and triple 
wide back pocket, to store everything you need.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMICS
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ELITE COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

2 fREEDOM Of MOvEMENT
Soft elastic strap with non-slip grip to the 
bottom of the leg to keep the shorts in 
place without constraining

3 COMfORT IN THE SADDLE
New GITevo chamois with anti-shock Twist 
Gel core, great for long distances

kARMA BIB-SHORTS

1 ANATOMICAL CuT
Extremely comfortable fit thanks to the 
anatomical cut and the Thunderbike Lycra 
light compression

PERfORMANCE bIb-SHORTS WITH NEW GITEvO CHAMOIS
CODE: PZ 1075 GIT KARMA

GITevo PADDING

The Karma bib-shorts are made of Lycra Thunderbike that provides a light graduated 
compression and excellent abrasion resistance. Anatomical cut to always guarantee maximum 
comfort and elastic shaped grippers with non-slip grip on the legs. Breathable mesh braces 
and new anti-shock GITevo chamois with Twist gel core for incredible performance, even over 
long distances. Perfect together with the Karma jersey, they are versatile and easy to match to 
any jersey in the collection.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCk PROTECTION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMIC

www.santinisms.it/GITEVO
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When you train, you want to wear something comfortable that makes you feel 
good and allows you to have fun without distractions. The products presented in 

this section are exactly what you need; ideal to be used every day and to offer you 
great comfort whenever you need it.

EvERy-DAy COMfORT 
COLLECTION

MEN
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

EVERY-DAY COMFORT COLLECTION

AIRfORM 2.0 JERSEY
SuPER LIGHT MESH jERSEy
CODE: FS 942 75 AIRF2

1 CLASSIC CuT
Comfort fit suitable for all body types

2 bREATHAbLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Made of Halfmoon micro-mesh, perfect for 
hot days

3 HIGH vISIbILITy
Reflective detail on the back to ensure 
maximum safety in the dark

Airform 2.0 is born form the evolution of our 2016 Airform project that has as main objective 
to reach the best compromise between fit and breathability. Even more lightweight and 
breathable, thanks to the new HalfMoon micro-mesh, this jersey is perfect for summer 
trainings on hot days. The micro-mesh allows maximum ventilation and breathability, leaving 
your skin dry and keeping you cool. Airform 2.0 is finished with a reflective detail on the back, 
to ensure safety in the dark, a comfortable long covered zip and a large triple back pocket, to 
store everything you need.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMICS
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

EVERY-DAY COMFORT COLLECTION

AIRfORM 2.0 GILET
WINDPROOf POCkETAbLE GILET
CODE: FS 541 75 AIRF2

1 RESISTANT TO WIND AND RAIN 
Made of Windstopper® Sanremo for 
maximum resistance to wind and rain 

2 HIGH vISIbILITy
Reflective detail on the back to ensure 
visibility in the dark

The Airform vest is made of Windstopper Sanremo fabric, lightweight, windproof and water-
resistant. Perfect in case of wind and rain, you can always take it with you and put it in the 
back pocket of your jersey to use when you need it. The reflective detail on the back ensures 
maximum visibility on the road. Safety and comfort at all times.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMICS



SuM STuDIO GLOVES

PRL 2.0 SOCKS



AIRfORM 2.0 JERSEY

MAGO BIB-SHORTS

AIRfORM GILET
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

EVERY-DAY COMFORT COLLECTION

bEAT JERSEY
COMfORT fIT LIGHT jERSEy
CODE: FS 942 75 BEAT

1 TRIPLE bACk POCkET 
Perfect to take with you what you need

2 RELAxED CLASSIC fIT
Classic fit, not too tight on the body 

3 LIGHTWEIGHT AND bREATHAbLE
Made with Pacman micro-mesh for great 
breathability 

The Beat jersey is your comfort jersey. Great for the hot summer days! Made of Pacman super-
light and elastic micro-mesh on front and back and fresh-effect Artico on sides and sleeves, 
it will keep you dry and comfortable during your ride. Finished with a long zipper for added 
ventilation and a triple back pocket to store everything you need, the Beat jersey is available in 
three colours. You just need to pick your favourite!

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMICS
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The BETA Multi-weather project was born from the need to create products with 
the ability to deliver and perform across a wide range of temperatures. The idea was 

developed on the basis of a survey on the average experience of a cyclist during a workout 
with a minimum duration of 4 hours.* The research shows that, over an average four-
hour training ride, temperatures and weather can change rapidly, forcing us to carry 

different types of clothing to be ready all conditions. The Santini BETA product offer a 
clever solution to this problem. The use of on single layer that responds to a wide range 

of temperature and conditions allows you to avoid overdressing. You just need to find the 
BETA product that suits your needs!

*Source : IPSOS Consumer Segmentation Cycling in 2013 in Germany, UK, Italy and USA (No. 6,000 respondents)

MuLTI-WEATHER COLLECTION

MEN
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MULTI-WEATHER COLLECTION

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL 
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

bETA 2.0 JERSEY AND ARM-WARMERS

1 HIGH vISIbILITy
Reflective inserts and logo for great 
visibility in the dark

2 vERSATILE
Thermal insulation and wind protection 
in cold conditions (10-15°C or 
50-60°F),breathability and comfort at 
higher temperatures (15-20°C or 60-70°F)

3 LIGHTNESS AND PERfORMANCE
 Jersey and arm-warmers weigh 35% less 
but provide the same performance as a 
combination of a jersey and windbreaker

Forget your windbreaker at home, you won’t need it! The BETA short-sleeve jersey is designed 
to work for every moment of your ride. No need to think about bringing a windproof jacket and 
no need to stop or slow down to add or remove layers; the Beta jersey and arm-warmers, made 
of the exclusive Windstopper Laminated 178 fabric, will be all you need. Extremely versatile, 
the Beta jersey offers thermal insulation and wind protection in cold temperatures (10-15 ° C 
or 50-60°F) and breathability and comfort at higher temperatures (15-20° C or 60-70°F) also 
thanks to the Carbon fiber inserts on sides and back. Use it with the Beta arm-warmers! You 
won’t need anything else!

THE PERfECT MATCH
CODE: FS 970 75 BETA 2
CODE: FS 680 -- BETA

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

AERODyNAMIC
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

MULTI-WEATHER COLLECTION

bETA JACKET

1 vERSATILITy
Offers thermal insulation and protection 
from wind and rain in cold conditions (5-
15°C or 40-60°F) and breathability and 
comfort at higher temperatures (15-18°C 
or 60-65°F) 

2 HIGH vISIbILITy
Reflective logo at the rear for safer riding 
in the dark

The BETA jacket was created to ensure perfect thermal balance in different climatic conditions. 
Built with Windstopper fabric XFree 210, Beta can keep you warm as low as 5°C (40°F) - as if 
you were wearing jersey and jacket - but feels incredibly breathable and is light enough to be 
suitable for temperatures up to 18°C (65°F). Extremely versatile, Beta will also offer protection 
from wind and rain thanks to the Windstopper membrane. A garment so complete, you won’t 
need anything else!

GREAT THERMAL bALANCE IN ONE LAyER ONLy
CODE: FW 507 75 BETA

3 PROTECTION AND COMfORT IN A 
SINGLE LAyER
Thanks to the Windstopper Xfree 210 wind 
and rain resistant fabric

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

MULTI-WEATHER COLLECTION

GARA 2.0 3/4 BIB-KNICKERS

Ideal for the first cold rides of the year, or for those who prefer knickers to tights, the GARA 
2.0 knickers are made with Thunderbike Power fabric - compact and breathable - and offer 
excellent breathability and light muscle compression. Three-panel construction for a more 
comfortable fit. Featuring a soft elastic gripper with silicone dots to keep the knickers in place 
and our GIT chamois with anti-shock Twist gel core for extra comfort in the saddle.

WARMTH AND COMfORT fOR yOuR fIRST COLD RIDES
CODE: SP 1120 GIT GARA2 TOUR

1 SAfETy
Reflective inserts on the back for safer 
riding in the dark

2 ERGONOMIC CuT
Three-panel construction for a more 
comfortable fit

3 NO CONSTRAINT
Soft elastic gripper with silicone dots 
below the knee keep the knickers in place

4 SADDLE COMfORT
GIT Chamois with anti-shock Twist Gel 
corea

bREATHAbILITy

AERODyNAMICS

GITevo PADDING

INSuLATION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy



bETA JACKET

REA TIGHTS



SANTINI Z1 HELMET

bETA JACKET

My EGO BIB-TIGHTS

NEO OPTIC SHOE COVERS
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Rain is an insidious enemy. It often comes when you least expect it and you cannot 
avoid it. We have created a range of garments to protect you from the rain, from 
light to heavy, so that you don’t have to give up doing what you love the most; 

cycling!

RAIN COLLECTION

MEN
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

RAIN COLLECTION

vEGA JERSEY

When you choose to wear the VEGA jersey, you are sure not to get caught unprepared. Vega is 
made of warm Blizzard thermofleece with water-resistant Acquazero treatment. It is incredibly 
warm and comfortable and provides maximum protection from the rain at all times. The jersey 
cut is more elongated at the back and features a jacquard elastic waistband with a non-slip 
grip to ensure a perfect fit while you ride. Three large pockets on the back allow you to bring 
with you what you want. If you haven’t tried an Acquazero garment yet, do it now!

1 STAbILITy
Strategic cut is more elongated at the 
back and features an elastic jacquard 
waistband with anti-slip grip to keep the 
jersey in place

2 SOfT AND WARM
Blizzard fabric is soft and retains body 
heat

3 WATER-RESISTANT
Thanks to the Acquazero treatment the 
Vega repels rain even after repeated use 
and washings

jERSEy WITH ACquAZERO TREATMENT
CODE: SP 2160 75 VEGA

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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1
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

RAIN COLLECTION

vEGA BIB-TIGHTS
ACquAZERO TREATED bIb-TIGHTS
CODE: SP 1180 GIT VEGA

Never fear rain again! VEGA bib-tights will ensure protection against rain thanks to the water-
resistant Acquazero treatment that repels water, keeping you dry and warm. Maximum comfort 
and breathability thanks to the braces with transpiring mesh inserts on the back and jacquard 
seamless elastic on front. GIT chamois with Twist gel core provides a constant absorption of 
shocks, even over long distances. Try it together with the Acquazero Vega jersey!

1 ANTI-SHOCk PROTECTION
GIT chamois with anti-shock twist gel core

2 COMfORT AND bREATHAbILITy
Jacquard elastic braces with breathable  
mesh insert on the back

3 WATER-RESISTANT
They  withstand rain even after repeated 
use and washings thanks to the Acquazero 
treatment

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy



PASSO SAN MARCO - BERGAMO, LOMBARDY
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2

1

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

RAIN COLLECTION

ARIES SPRY JACKET

1 POCkETAbLE
It can be folded in its own pocket

2 ENHANCED fIT
Lycra elastic inserts on under arm and 
cuffs

3 GREAT PROTECTION
Born to be a windbreaker, it is also water 
resistant

POCkETAbLE  WATER-RESISTANT WINDbREAkER 
CODE: FS 333 75 ARIES

Race fit jacket made of windproof and water resistant Anemone fabric. Lycra elastic inserts on 
under-arm and cuffs for enhanced fit. Extremely lightweight, it can be easily folded inside its 
own zipped back pocket. Perfect in any occasion and ideal when you race as it is see-through 
and won’t hide your team colours!

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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2

3

+5/+15

NE

1

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

RAIN COLLECTION

REEf JERSEY

The REEF rain jersey was developed with Team Lotto-Jumbo to provide their riders with a 
comfortable performance rain jacket, to be worn on top of their team jerseys when racing. 
Made of the exclusive Tempo breathable membrane fabric, the reef jersey has an aerodynamic 
fit and follows a strategic cut with a longer back to protect you from rain and spray from the 
road. The reflective trim at the base of the jacket, and the line of reflective piping along the 
front and back, make this jersey ideal for safer riding in the dark. Reef is ideal for mild rainy 
days and will quickly become one of your favorite pieces. ! As seen on the lotto-jumbo team!

1 HIGH vISIbILITy
Insert and refracting profile for maximum 
safety in the dark

2 HyDRO - REPELLENT
Time fabric, lightweight, breathable, 
windproof and water-repellent

3 STRATEGIC RACE CuT
Longer in the back for a better fit and 
performance when in tuck position

RACE CuT RAIN jERSEy
CODE: SP 2180 75 REEF

TESTED by
LOTTO-juMbO PRO CyCLING TEAM
Watch the video!
www.santinisms.it/reef

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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www.santinisms.it/GITEVO

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

RAIN COLLECTION

WATER REPELLENT, HEAT GENERATING bIb-TIGHTS
CODE: SP 1180 GIT BHOT

bEHOT BIB-TIGHTS

Most tights simply insulate you from the cold but, thanks to the Heat Generating Technology 
of the BeHot fabric, we have created a pair of tights that not only insulate from the cold 
but also generates additional heat - up to 4 degrees Centigrade (10 degrees Fahrenheit) as 
your body moves. We’ve also added our Acquazero treatment to make sure you not only stay 
toasty warm but dry too. BeHot features a breathable mesh insert on the back to prevent you 
from overheating and is ideal for long-distance rides thanks to the GIT chamois with shock 
absorbing Twist gel core. Comfort and warmth are also assured thanks to the high bib cut and 
the frontal zip.

1 SADDLE COMfORT    
GIT chamois with anti-shock twist gel core

2 WATER RESISTANT   

Acquazero water-resistant treatment

3 HEAT GENERATING    
The behot fabric generates heat with the 
movement of your legs 

HIGH vISIbILITy    
Reflective inserts on the calves for high 
visibility in the dark

4

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMIC

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

GITevo PADDING





REEf JERSEY

SANTINI 02 HELMET

bEHOT BIB-TIGHTS

NEODARk BOOTIES

NEObLAST GLOVES
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+5/+15
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3

1

RAIN COLLECTION

GuARD 3.0 JACKET

Now you have no more excuses; with our Guard jacket you can train and compete even in 
the rain! Made of an elastic fabric coupled to a breathable hydrophilic membrane to ensure 
maximum protection from rain and wind, Guard features thermos-taped stitching with a 
waterproof zipper to have you 100% covered! The inside collar and cuffs are made of soft and 
warm thermofleece. The reflective detail on the back ensures maximum visibility on the road in 
the dark. The side pocket with waterproof zipper allows you to carry everything you need with 
no risk of rain damage.  Guard is super-light and pocketable making it easy to carry it in your 
jersey back pocket and has a slim fit which makes it ideal also when you race.

1 SLIM fIT
Slim fit, ideal to be worn at races

2 RAIN-PROOf
Waterproof zips and taped seams for total 
protection from rain and wind

3 HIGH vISIbILITy
Reflective detail on the back for high 
visibility in the dark or fog

SLIM-fIT WATERPROOf jACkET
CODE: SP 522 75 GUAR3

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL 

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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Facing cold temperatures is one of the most difficult challenges for a cyclist. The 
use of suitable clothing in this case is even more important and can positively 

affect your workout. Choose what to wear based on the outside temperature and 
your needs, always wear a  base-layer in contact with the skin, and don’t forget to 

keep your hands, head, and feet warm.

COLD COLLECTION

MEN
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COLD COLLECTION

POLAR JACKET

Challenge the cold with the Polar jacket! Made of Windstopper Fuga fabric, elastic and water 
and wind resistant, this jacket is perfect for winter rides, even with low temperatures. The 
inside of the neck , the side panels and cuffs are made of hot thermofleece for extra comfort 
and excellent heat retention . Reflective inserts on chest and back ensure maximum visibility 
on the road, even in the dark . Santini Jacquard elastic band at the bottom keeps the jacket 
in place while riding.

2 COMfORT AND HEAT
Inner collar, cuffs and sides in warm 
thermofleece to keep you warm

1 TOTAL PROTECTION
Windproof and water-resistant 
Windstopper Fabric

3 HIGH vISIbILITy
Reflective inserts on chest and back to 
ensure maximum visibility in the dark

4 SAfE STORAGE
Rain-proof zippered pocket

WINDPROOf AND THERMAL bALANCE
CODE: FW 507 75 POLAR

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL 

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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NE

NAT

www.santinisms.it/NAT

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

COLD COLLECTION

ExTRA WARM AND WEATHER RESISTANT bIb-TIGHTS
CODE: SP 1180 NAT JUPI

juPITER BIB-TIGHTS

1 fREEDOM Of MOvEMENT     

Soft and warm thermofleece on back, 
braces, and ergonomic knee cut

2 SADDLE COMfORT  
NAT chamois with shock-absorbing next 
gel core

3 TOTAL PROTECTION    

Wind-proof and water-resistant 
Windstopper 210 fabric on front 

4 HIGH vISIbILITy    

SMS reflective logo on the back for 
maximum safety in the dark

The Juppiter bib-tights are made of warm, breathable, windproof and water-resistant 
Windstopper X-210 free. Back panel and braces in Blizzard thermofleece keep you warm 
and provide maximum freedom of movement. The ergonomic knee cut allows for a smoother 
ride without discomfort. Jupiter is great for your cold winter workouts and thanks to the NAT 
chamois with shock-absorbing NEXT gel core, is ideal for long distance riding.

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

NAT PADDING

2



POLAR JACKET

juPITER BIB-TIGHTS

NEODARk  BOOTIES



NEObLAST SOCKS

SANTINI Z1 HELMET
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

COLD COLLECTION

IMPERO WINTER JACKET

1 RESISTANT TO RAIN AND WIND
Made with exclusive Warmsant fabric with 
water-repellent wind-out treatment

2 HIGH vISIbILITy
Reflective inserts and details on back and 
cuffs  for maximum safety

3 STORE yOuR vALuAbLES
Extra zipped back pocket in water-
resistant fabric to store you valuable 

GREAT THERMAL bALANCE WINTER jACkET
CODICE: FW 507 75 IMPE

This jacket is made with Warmsant, a windproof fabric comprised of two layers; the outer 
layer is resistant to rain and wind while the inside layer is warm thermofleece that allows the 
maintenance of body heat.  The zippered back pocketmade of water-resistant Flight fabric is 
perfect to store your valuables in total security. Santini jacquard elastic with inner silicon at 
the waistband for enhanced fit and reflective details on the sleeves and insert at the back for 
high visibility in the dark.

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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COLD COLLECTION

PILOT JERSEY

Excellent for mid-season, the Pilot long-sleeve jersey helps maintain constant body temperature 
thanks to the special Lite Pro thermofleece. Ideal for autumn and early winter workouts, Pilot 
provides maximum comfort and protects you from the cold, letting your skin breath. Classic-
cut for a soft and comfortable fit, it is finished with three rear pockets so that you can carry with 
you everything you need and a long zip to adjust ventilation as desired.

1 REGuLAR fIT
Relaxed fit, suitable for any bodytype

2 THERMAL bALANCE 
Made of Lite Pro  soft and warm 
thermofleece

3 GREAT STORAGE
Triple back pocket to have with you 
everything you need

TAGLIE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

MID-SEASON THERMOfLEECE jERSEy
CODE: FW 2160 75 PILOT

bREATHAbILITy

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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www.santinisms.it/GITEVO

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

COLD COLLECTION

1 COMfORT IN THE SADDLE   
GIT chamois with twist gel CORE, suitable 
for every body type

2 NO CONSTRICTION    
Maximum comfort thanks to the knee 
insert 

3 COLD PROTECTION    
Warm Blizzard thermofleece  and 
thermodream fabric to keep you warm

My EGO BIB-TIGHTS
yOuR PERfECT TRAINING bIb-TIGHTS
CODE: SP 1180 GIT MYEGO

The Ego 2.0 bib-tights are made of Blizzard thermofleece with warm and elastic inserts in 
soft thermoregulating Thermodream fabric to ensure maximum protection from the cold. 
Unbeatable comfort thanks to a special ergonomic knee cut that allows greater freedom of 
movement without constraining, Ego 2.0 features double layered cuffs at the ankles to prevent 
air infiltration and our GIT chamois with Twist Gel core for anti-shock protection even on long-
distance rides.

bREATHAbILITy

AERODyNAMICS

INSuLATION

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

GITevo PADDING



PILOT JERSEY L/S

SANTINI Z1 HELMET

My EGO BIB-TIGHTS

PRL 2.0 SOCKS

NEObLAST GLOVES
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Our Aero-Light garments are for riders who love to feel the wind rush by as they 
forget the passing of time. Designed to fit your body perfectly and to offer the 

maximum aerodynamic advantage, they ensure you great breathability even on the 
hottest days.

AREO-LIGHT
COLLECTION

WOMEN
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SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

AERO-LIGHT COLLECTION

quEEN Of THE MOuNTAINS JERSEY

1 ExTRA POCkETS
5 pockets to take everything you need 
with you

2 COMfORT AND bREATHAbILITy
Half-moon micro-mesh on sides and rear, 
light and incredibly breathable

3 NO CONSTRICTION 
Sleeves in soft Arctic fabric, without elastic, 
adhere to the body without constraining

PERfECT fIT TO LOOk LIkE A PRO
CODE: FS 954 75 QUEEN

Every woman is a queen. Wear the Queen of The Mountain jersey as you climb the toughest 
peaks! Made with a combination of lightweight fabrics, Arctic on the front and sleeves for 
enhanced aerodynamics and Half-Moon micro mesh on the sides and the back, it is the ideal 
garment to wear in the hot summer days. Featuring some smart details such as 5 pockets 
(three on the back and two side) so you can take with you what you want and a soft waistband 
with internal silicone, you will fall in love with this jersey and want to have it in all colours!

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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GIL2

www.santinisms.it/GIL2

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

AERO-LIGHT COLLECTION

REA 2.0 BIB-SHORTS

1 GIL2 CHAMOIS
cut for women with anti-abrasion 
microfibre wings and silicone-gel core

2 GREAT bREATHAbILITy
innovative and breathable womens-cut 
braces crossed on the front

3 COMPRESSION
made of Thunderbike fabric that helps to 
reduce muscle strain thanks to a slight but 
constant compression

4 ExCELLENT fIT
anti-sliding elasticated leg grippers to 
keep the bib-shorts in place

PERfORMANCE bIb-SHORTS DESIGNED fOR WOMEN
CODE: SP 1064 GIL REA2

Perfect paired with any jersey, the Rea 2.0 bib-shorts are anatomically cut and made of 
Thunderbike Power fabric: elastic and with light compression to reduce muscle strain.
Featuring our innovative double-Y shaped breathable mesh braces, they’re ideal for all 
occasions. Anti-sliding elasticated grippers on thighs to keep the bib-shorts in place. Reflective 
labels on the back of the Rea 2.0 offer safer riding in the dark. The GIL2 chamois with silicone-
gel core and anti-chafing wings stays comfortable even after hours on the bike

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

GIL2 PADDING
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When you ride you want to hear nothing but the sound of nature and your tyres 
on the asphalt. What you wear becomes part of you and helps make your moment 
even more special. The garments of our everyday comfort collection are designed 

to provide the ultimate comfort, with a touch of femininity.

EvERy-DAy COMfORT
COLLECTION

WOMEN
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EVERY-DAY COMFORT COLLECTION

WAvE JERSEY

1 fEMININE LOOk
Bright colors and anatomic cut for a 
super-feminine look

2 HIGH bREATHAbILITy 
Made of Wave fabric, with different density 
waves for an incredible breathability 

3 SAfETy IN THE DARk
Reflective insert on the back for maximum 
visibility in the dark

COMfORT, bREATHAbILITy AND fREEDOM Of MOvEMENT
CODE: FS 954 75 WAVE

The Wave jersey takes its name from the fabric it is made of, Wave. Soft and lightweight Wave 
is so called for its construction in small waves of different densities that ensure maximum 
breathability and total protection from UVA and UVB rays. Featuring Artico fabric on the sides 
and cuffs which is incredibly fresh  and soft on the skin, Wave is designed to follow the shape 
of your body without constraining ensuring maximum comfort and freedom of movement. 
Finished with a triple back pocket so you can take what you need with you and reflective piping 
on the back for maximum visibility on the road in the dark.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITySIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL
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EVERY-DAY COMFORT COLLECTION

2 ExCLuSIvE T-CuT bRACES
Breathable elastic braces with T cut on 
the back for maximum comfort

3 LIGHT MuSCLE COMPRESSION
Thunderbike Power fabric helps reduce 
muscle stress thanks to a slight but steady 
compression

4 PERfECT fIT
Raw-cut leg gripper with anti-slip grip, keep 
the shorts in perfect position.

WAvE BIB-SHORTS

1 INNOvATIvE C3 WOMAN CHAMOIS
C3W chamois with different thicknesses, 
gel core, and 3D ergonomic surface

bIb-SHORTS WITH INNOvATIvE C3W CHAMOIS
CODE: FS 1064 C3W WAVE

Perfect to match the Wave jersey, these bib-shorts are made of Thunderbike Power, elastic and 
with a light compression effect to reduce muscle stress. At the bottom of the leg, a raw-cut 
gripper with anti-slip grip follows the muscle like a second skin. Featuring the innovative C3 
Woman anatomical chamois, made with Carving technology to ensures maximum protection 
against shocks, incredible lightness and breathability, and a perfect fit because it adheres 
perfectly to the body allowing total freedom of movement.  Breathable mesh braces with the 
exclusive T cut on the back for maximum comfort and a better stress distribution on the spine.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

AERODyNAMIC

NIGHTIME vISIbILITySIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL





VILLASIMIUS, VIEW ON SERPENTARA ISLAND - SARDINIA
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EVERY-DAY COMFORT COLLECTION

STELLA JERSEY

1 REfLECTIvE DETAILS
Reflective piping for maximum safety in 
the dark

2 COMfORT AND bREATHAbILITy 
Energy and Artico fabrics provide maximum 
breathability even in the hottest days

3 CLASSIC fIT
Fit suitable for all body types

CLASSIC CuT fOR A GREAT SuMMER jERSEy
CODE: FS 954 75 STELL

Stella is a great summer jersey with a classic cut that fits perfectly the curves of all 
women. Suitable for hot summer days, it is made of Energy Microsense fabric, lightweight 
and breathable, with sleeves in Artico, soft in contact with the skin, to ensure an optimal fit 
without constraining. Elastic with inner silicone at the waist to keep the jersey in position while 
pedaling. Featuring reflective piping for maximum safety while riding in the dark.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITySIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL
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www.santinisms.it/GIL2

GIL2

EVERY-DAY COMFORT COLLECTION

STELLA BIB-SHORTS

1 GIL 2 CHAMOIS
Cut for women with anti-abrasion wings 
and anti-shock gel core

2 COMfORT AND STAbILITy 
The elastic grip at the thighs keeps 
the bib-shorts in position

3 PERfECT fIT
Mesh braces crossed at the chest for 
maximum comfort 

LIGHT-COMPRESSION bIb-SHORTS, CuT fOR WOMEN
CODE: FS 1064 GIL STELL

Perfect to match the Stella jersey, these shorts are made of Thunderbike Power, elastic and 
compact with a light compression, which reduces muscle stress. Braces are an elastic and 
breathable mesh crossed at the chest to offer maximum breathability and comfort. The GIL2 
chamois with soft microfiber wings and gel core constantly absorbs shocks. The anti-slip 
elastic gripper at the thighs keep the shorts in place without constriction.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

AERODyNAMIC

NIGHTIME vISIbILITySIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

GIL2 PADDING
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EVERY-DAY COMFORT COLLECTION

STELLA SLEVELESS JERSEY

1 REfLECTIvE DETAILS
Reflective piping for maximum safety in 
the dark

2 GREAT bREATHAbILITy
Energy Microsense fabric and full-length 
zipper for incredible breathability

COMfORT jERSEy fOR yOuR SuMMER HOTTEST RIDES
CODE: FS 955 75 STELL

Here is the sleeveless version of the Stella jersey! For the hottest days and for you who want to 
avoid tan lines. Made of lightweight and breathable Energy Microsense fabric. Featuring triple 
back pockets so you can always have on hand what you need, elastic with inner silicone at 
the waistband to keep it in position while pedaling and reflective piping for maximum safety 
while riding in the dark.

ELASTICITy

bREATHAbILITy

ANTI-uv PROTECTION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITySIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL
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Perfect for you who love to pedal for long hours and look for a product that can perform 
across a wide range of temperature. The garments in the multi-weather range were 

developed on the basis of a survey on the average experience of a cyclist during a workout 
with a minimum duration of 4 hours.* The research shows that, over an average four-hour 

training ride, temperatures and weather can change rapidly, forcing us to carry different 
type of clothing to face any condition. The Santini BETA product offers a clever solution to 
this problem. The use of one single layer that responds to a wide range of temperature and 
conditions allows you to avoid overdressing. You just need to find the BETA product that 

suits your needs!

*Source : IPSOS Consumer Segmentation Cycling in 2013 in Germany, UK, Italy and USA (No. 6,000 respondents)

MuLTI-WEATHER
COLLECTION

WOMEN
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MULTI-WEATHER COLLECTION

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

bETA JACKET
THERMAL bALANCE AND WEATHER PROTECTION IN ONE LAyER ONLy
CODE: FW 517 75 BETA

3 HIGH vISIbILITy
Reflective logo at the rear for safer riding in 
the dark

1 PROTECTION AND COMfORT IN A SINGLE 
LAyER
Thanks to Windstopper Xfree 210 fabric 

2 vERSATILITy
Thermal insulation and protection from wind 
and rain in cold conditions (5-15°c or 40-
60°f) and breathability and comfort at higher 
temperatures (15-18°c or 60-65°f)

This is the version for women of our multi-weather Beta jacket. The Beta jacket was created 
to ensure a perfect thermal balance in different climatic conditions. Built with Windstopper  
Xfree 210 fabric, Beta is able to keep you warm in temperatures as low as 5°c (40°f) as if 
you were wearing a jersey and a jacket. It feels incredibly breathable and is light enough to 
be suitable for temperatures up to 18°c (65°f). Extremely versatile, Beta also offers protection 
from wind and rain thanks to the Windstopper membrane. A garment so complete you won’t 
need anything else!

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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www.santinisms.it/prograce

MULTI-WEATHER COLLECTION

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

REA 2.0 TIGHTS

Rea 2.0 tights are made of soft and warm thermofleece. Unbeatable comfort thanks to the 
anatomical cut and the special knee inserts that allow greater freedom of movement without 
constriction. Rea is finished with a soft, high waistband that ensures excellent fit and comfort, 
a double-thermofleece cuff at the ankle to prevent air infiltration, and a Pro Grace chamois for 
progressive shock absorption.

COMfORTAbLE AND WARM TIGHTS fOR yOuR WINTER TRAINING
CODE: SP 1181 PRO REA2

1 PRO-GRACE CHAMOIS
Foam-based chamois delivers progressive 
shock absorption

2 NO CONSTRAINT
Maximum comfort thanks to the knee 
insert that allow freedom of movement

3 COMfORT AND WARMTH
Double thermofleece cuff at the ankle to 
keep you warm

bREATHAbILITy

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy

PRO GRACE PADDING
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Why giving up your passion for two wheels just because the temperatures are too 
frigid or rain is expected? Facing the cold is one of the most difficult challenges for 

any athlete. Suitable clothing can save your training rides.
Choose what to wear based on the outside temperature and your needs, always 
wear a base-layer in contact with the skin, and don’t  forget to keep your hands, 

head, and feet warm.

COLD AND RAIN
COLLECTION

WOMEN
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+5/+15

GI AR
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2

3

1

COLD AND RAIN COLLECTION

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

CORAL JERSEY
A COLOR ExPLOSION fOR yOuR WINTER RIDES
CODE: FW 2161 75 CORAL

3 COMfORT AND WARMTH
Warm and soft thermofleece, it maintains  
your body temperature

1 ExTRA POCkETS
Three rear and two side pockets to carry with 
you everything you need

2 GREAT fIT
Feminine cut to enhance your figure

The Coral jersey is the perfect garment to use on your winter rides. Made of soft and warm 
thermofleece Lite Pro, it maintains constant body temperature while you ride. The side inserts 
are strategically placed to slim the figure and ensure a perfect fit. Easy and comfortable to 
wear thanks to the full-length zipper, Coral is available in three colorful versions. Cuffs in 
double thermofleece to keep the heat in and prevent air infiltration and five large pockets so 
you can have everything you need always at hand. The SMS reflective logo ensures maximum 
visibility on the road.

bREATHAbILITy

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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-8/+15
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2

1

3

GIL2

COLD AND RAIN COLLECTION

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

CORAL BIB-TIGHTS
INNOvATIvE CuT AND fEMININE COLOuRS TO kEEP yOu WARM AND COMfORTAbLE
CODE: FW 1182 GIL CORAL 

3 THERMAL bALANCE
Made of warm and soft thermofleece, it is 
perfect for your winter rides

1 GIL CHAMOIS
Anti-shock protection, ideal for long 
distances

2 INNOvATIvE bIb-CuT, OPTIMAL 
bREATHAbILITy
The innovative mesh bib is designed to 
guarantee perfect fit and excellent ventilation

Train all winter and challenge the cold with the Coral bib-tights! Made of warm and soft 
thermofleece, the upper part is designed with an innovative mesh bib to ensure perfect fit 
and maximum breathability. Ideal for training in cold weather, Coral ensures excellent thermal 
balance and visibility on the road thanks to the reflective insert on the legs. The anatomical Gil2 
chamois with anti-shock gel core and anti-irritation anatomical microfiber wings maximizes 
comfort in the saddle. Perfect to match your Coral jersey for a very colourful and warm winter!

bREATHAbILITy

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMIC

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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ARGI
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1

3

COLD AND RAIN COLLECTION

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

CORAL JACKET

3 ExTRA SPACE
Three rear pockets and a small zipped side 
pocket for your valuables

1 TOTAL PROTECTION
Windstopper fabric for optimum protection 
from wind and rain

2 fEMALE CuT
Designed to follow your curves and enhance 
your figure

The Coral jacket is made of fabric Windstopper Fuga, soft, warm and resistant to rain and 
wind. The inside of the neck, the back, and the cuffs are made of warm thermofleece to ensure 
excellent thermal balance and prevent air infiltration. Coral has a feminine cut, designed to 
follow and enhance your curves. The SMS reflective logo on the back guarantees maximum 
visibility on the road, while the side pocket with zipper allows you to store your valuables in 
safety. At the waistband, the Santini jacquard elastic keeps the jacket in place while you’re on 
the move. Wear it with the Coral kit and you will be fully covered for your winter rides!

PERfORMANCE WINTER jACkET WITH A TOuCH Of GLAMOuR
CODE: FW 517 75 CORAL

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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GR

+15/+25

3

2

1

COLD AND RAIN COLLECTION

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

vIRGO SPRAY-JACKET
POCkETAbLE WATER-RESISTANT WINDbREAkER 
CODE: FS 333 75 VIRGO

3 GREAT PROTECTION
Born to be a windbreaker, it is also water 
resistant 

1 POCkETAbLE
It can be folded in its own pocket

2 ENHANCED fIT
Lycra elastic inserts on under arm and cuffs

Race fit jacket made of windproof and water-resistant Anemone fabric. Lycra elastic inserts on 
underarm and cuffs for enhanced fit. Extremely lightweight, Virgo can be easily folded inside its 
own zipped back pocket. Perfect in any occasion and ideal when you race as it is see-through 
and won’t hide your team colours!

bREATHAbILITy

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSuLATION

AERODyNAMICS

NIGHTIME vISIbILITy
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SANTINI
COLLECTION

ACCESSORIES
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MEDIUM

+8/+10
GI bI

MEDIUM

+15/+35
GI bINE

+15/+35
MEDIUM

GITuRSNE

ACCESSORIES

CODE: SP 652 WIN PRL2

PRL 2.0 SOCKS

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

Medium profile winter sock made of Primaloft® fibre and wool (47% 
Nylon, 25% Primaloft, 25% wool, 3% Lycra).
Soft and extremely warm with Quick Draw moisture management 
system that distances sweat and excess moisture from skin keeping 
your feet warm and dry.

CODE: SP 652 MAX FLAG

fLAG SOCKS

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

High profile socks made of COOLMAX® fabric that offers incredible 
moisture management. Lightweight and breathable the FLAG socks 
have seamless construction and provide exceptional comfort.

CODE: SP 652 QSK TWO

TWO SOCKS

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

Medium profile socks made of cotton and elastane. TWO are 
lightweight and breathable and allow excess moisture to evaporate 
quickly. Seamless construction and arch support with breathable 
3D points for increased ventilation, optimal microcirculation, and 
exceptional comfort.
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SHOCK

+18/+35

SHOCK

+18/+35
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SHOCK

+18/+35

ACCESSORIES

CODE: SP 367 SUM STUDI

CODE: SP 367 GEL MANIA

CODE: SP 367 SUM ATOM

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

MANIA GLOVES

ATOM GLOVES

Incredibly comfortable and light with an innovative shock-absorbing 
gel padding for maximum protection. Anti-slip and anti-abrasion 
palm, back with breathable elastic mesh inserts and reflective 
piping. Santini elastic microfiber wrist and terry thumb.

Innovative, lightweight micro-mesh on the back for excellent 
breathability. Palm with anti-shock and anti-slip padding positioned 
at the contact points. Silicone micro-injection slip on the fingers. 
Perforated rubber protectors on the knuckles. Double fabric 
reinforcement between thumb and forefinger. Terry thumb. Easy to 
wear thanks to the rubber wrist slot.

STuDIO SuM

Lightweight micro-mesh gloves. Reinforced wrist and Velcro closure. 
Suede palm with anti-shock and anti-slip padding positioned at 
the contact points. Silicone micro-injection slip on the fingers 
and ventilation holes distributed over the palm. Double fabric 
reinforcement between thumb and forefinger. Terry thumb. Reflective 
insert on the back for good visibility in the dark.
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NE

NE

WATER

WATER

WIND

WIND

ACCESSORIES

CODE: SP 593 WIN STUDI

STuDIO WIN GLOVES 

Winter gloves made of bi-elastic Airtech Tunnel fabrics that combines two materials allowing 
the creation of an “air space” that retains heat produced by the body during physical activity. 
Airtech Tunnel is highly breathable and elastic and allows excellent fit and comfort. Windproof 
and water-resistant for maximum protection, with reinforced wrist made of padded honeycomb 
fabric and Velcro closure. Palm with anti-shock and anti-slip padding positioned at the contact 
points. Silicone micro-injection slip on the fingers and ventilation holes distributed over the palm. 
Double fabric reinforcement between thumb and forefinger. Terry thumb. Reflective insert on the 
back for good visibility in the dark.

NEO bLAST GLOVES
SIZE
S | M | L | XL 

SIZE
S | M | L | XL | XXL

SIZE
 S | M | L | XL

Gloves made of neoprene with thermo-welded waterproof seams. Totally rain and wind-proof, 
elastic and very warm. Palm with anti-slip silicone injected design. Ideal for extreme cold and 
heavy rain.

CODE: SP 593 NEO BLAST

CODE: SP 577 NEO OPTIC

Waterproof Neoprene overshoes with thermo-welded seams. Reflective print and insert on the 
back; Santini reflective thermoplastic on the outside. Ideal for extreme cold and heavy rain.

NEO OPTIC SHOE COVERS

SIZE
S | M | L | XL | XXL

Waterproof Neoprene overshoes with thermo-welded seams. Elastic and warm; Ideal for 
extreme cold and rain. Rear reflective insert. Waterproof back zip closure. Reinforced toe and 
sole. Velcro fastening.

CODE: SP 577 NEO DARK

NEO DARk SHOE COVERS
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ACCESSORIES

CODE: HZ 900 Z1

SANTINI Z1

Think about your current helmet; now imagine it lighter, with a more 
comfortable fit, better ventilation, and improved side-impact protection. This 
is the Santini by Lazer Z1, a truly innovative helmet featuring Lazer ARS fit 
system for great fit and comfort, and T-pro padding for improved safety and 
side impact protection.

CODE: HZ 900 02

SANTINI Z2

The classic cycling helmet from Lazer, winner of multiple helmet tests, and 
winner of the 2011 Eurobike Award. Featuring the exclusive Rollsys® retention 
system with adjustable head basket for an easy to adjust and perfect fit.

CODE: HZ 901 M1

SANTINI MAGNETO

Magneto works together with our helmets to create a completely new 
experience. Because our eyewear does not have traditional temples, they 
don’t create pressure points, making them more comfortable than traditional 
sunglasses, even during long rides. Magnets in the helmet tabs connect with 
two Magclips that attach to your helmet strap. When you don’t need your 
glasses on, the clever Magdoc system provides a way for you to store your 
sunglasses on your helmet.

CODE: SP 490 WT

SIZE
ONE SIZE FITS ALL

WT UNDERHELMET

Underhelmet made of Superoubaix fabric with windproof Windtex protection 
on the front. Maximum warmth, comfort and softness. Incredibly elastic, it 
fits all sizes. 

SIZE
S | M | L

SIZE
S | M | L

SIZE
ONE SIZE
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SANTINI
COLLECTION

TECHNOLOGIES

As crucial as it is to us to make our clothing look superb, aesthetics alone are 
never enough. The advanced technologies employed in the materials used to 
design and make Santini clothing conspire to create the amazing comfort, the 

perfect fit, and the for-all-conditions performance that consistently combine to 
give us the edge, as well as giving you the edge when it comes to knowing exactly 
what to wear to suit every ride. We design for the most demanding riders on the 
planet. What’s best for them is also best for any rider who simply prefers to wear 

clothing that will maximise their comfort and performance without exhibiting 
any downsides. You can see from our technical materials listing that there is 

now massive variety in fabrics and fibres to choose from. Words like Polyester 
don’t mean that much on their own but it’s amazing how many differences in 

performance, elasticity, comfort and durability you can dial into cycling clothing if 
you’re looking for special properties in the fit or ride-feel of a material.
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TECHNOLOGIES

NOTE: For technical or commercial reasons, Santini reserve the 
right to make changes at any time to the design and features of the 
garments in this catalogue. Due to the limitations of print media the 
actual colours of garments and products in this catalogue can in 
some cases differ slightly in reality.

LEGEND ICONS

RANGE
TEMPERATURE

+5/+18

ELASTIC BREATHABLE THERMAL 
BALANCE

SHOCK
ABSORBING

AERODyNAMICS & bREATHAbILITy
SLEEk PLuS -  IRIDE - PHOTON
We always work with pro riders to create the most aerodynamic 
performance clothing on the market. Thanks to the valuable feedback 
of the Slovak national cycling team, the Iride was born; an incredibly 
breathable aerodynamic skinsuit, designed and developed specifically for 
road races that has become World Champion of skinsuits! Iride has been 
designed to ensure aerodynamics yet lightweight comfort, making it ideal 
to be used for long races, as is our complete Sleek Plus range which has 
been worn and tested by the riders of the Lotto Jumbo Pro Cycling team. 
In collaboration with the athletes of the Lotto-Jumbo team, we have also 
designed the PHOTON line, unique because it combines an innovative 
approach with a combination of technologically advanced fabrics to offer 
light weight, comfort, aerodynamics, and protection from UV rays.

Watch the video!

PROTEZIONE DAL vENTO
ANEMONE
Anemone is an innovative material we have chosen to implement 
in our windproof jackets in the 2017 collection. Extremely elastic and 
lightweight, it is windproof and water-repellent and provides excellent 
breathability as well as a perfect fit. You can find it in the Aries and Virgo 
spray jackets.

PROTEZIONE DALLA PIOGGIA
ACquAZERO
Sitip’s Acquazero treatment makes fabric reliably water-resistant (ISO 
29865 certified) for the first 60 minutes of use without compromising 
comfort, elasticity, softness, or warmth. It also ensures maximum 
breathability, makes the fabric UV and chlorine-resistant, and guarantees 
excellent durability after repeated uses and laundering. You can find the 
Acquazero treatment in the Vega kit and the H20 Bhot accessories.

TEMPO
Tempo is an incredible three-layered windproof fabric with Hydrophilic 
Zerowind membrane. It is light, breathable, soft, windproof, and water-
repellent. Ideal for mid-season jackets, you can find it in our Reef rain 
long sleeve jersey.

WARMSANT by ZEROWIND®
Warmsant is a fabric made of two layers; an external polyester with 
water-repellent treatment and an internal thermofleece which is very 
light and warm. Warmsant also features the ‘WIND OUT’ treatment, which 
makes it breathable and windproof. It’s a great fabric for winter garments 
and is available in our Impero jacket.

HEAT GENERATING TECHNOLOGy
bEHOT
Due to Heat-Generating Technology, the BeHot the fabric not only 
insulates against cold but generates additional heat up to 4 ° C due to 
the movement of your body. The movement extends and compresses the 
BeHot fabric while its fibres generate heat. In addition, the BeHot fabric 
is able to not dissipate the accumulated heat. All this with the maximum 
breathability and comfort. You can find the fabric Behot in our Behot tights.

COMPRESSION/PERfECT fIT
THuNDERbIkE POWER
Sitip’s Thunderbike Power fabric offers a new concept in muscle 
compression. With a high thread density and a perfect elastic composition, 
it’s light and compact at the same time as enabling optimum muscle 
recovery, maximum coverage and high resistance to pilling and abrasion. 
We use Thunderbike Power in the following bib-shorts: Sleek Plus and 
Tono (Men’s collection), Stella and Wave (Women’s collection)

MEDIUM PROFILEZERO PROFILE LOW PROFILE HIGH PROFILE

MuLTIWEATHER
bETA  with WINDSTOPPER® xfREE 
The BETA_Multiweather project was born from the need to create products with the ability to deliver and perform in a wide range of temperatures. The idea was 
developed on the basis of a survey on the average experience of a cyclist during a workout with a minimum duration of 4 hours *. The results of this research show 
that over a 4 hours of training, temperatures and weather can change rapidly, forcing us to carry different types of clothing to face any condition. The garments 
of the Santini BETA range offer a clever solution to this problem using the innovative Windstopper fabrics Laminated and XFree; one single layer that responds to 
a wide range of temperatures and conditions saving you from overdressing. Discover the BETA product that best suits your needs: • WINDSTOPPER LAMINATED 
178 (Beta jersey + arm-warmers) - durable, windproof , breathable and elastic, it provides thermal insulation in colder temperatures (10-15°) and reduces the 
risk of overheating providing extreme breathability with warmer temperatures (15-20°). • Xfree 210 (Beta jacket) - Four-way stretch fabric with internal light 
thermofleece, X-FREE has excellent elasticity, tear strength, and recovery. The high level of stretch gives it a great anatomic and aerodynamic fit. X-FREE is water-
resistant, windproof, and guarantees perfect thermal balance.

* Source : IPSOS Consumer Segmentation Cycling in 2013 in Germany,UK , Italy and USA (No. 6,000 respondents )
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C3

NAT - NEXT TECHNOLOGY

GITevo

MAx2

C3

PADDINGS fOR MEN

GREAT vERSATILITy COOLMAx CHAMOIS

MAX2 represents the evolution of our Coolmax chamois. The anatomical shape and multiple-
density foam layer make this padding great for any cycling activity, whether indoors or out. 
Antibacterial properties, the absence of stitching in contact with the skin, and the central 
channel in the perineal area assure maximum comfort on the saddle. The MAX2 is also 
available for kids.

1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h
RIDE DURATION

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

The technological evolution of the original bestseller GIT chamois with Twist Gel core, the 
silicone gel that absorbs shocksteadily and gradually. GITevo is even more performing 
because it is constructed with a Carving process that is able to create thicknesses without 
seams and sticking, reducing the weight and increasing the softness of the padding.
The top layer with antibacterial microfiber and depressions on the surface, offers excellent 
fit and freedom of movement by protecting from chafing and irritation.

THE EvOLuTION Of THE ORIGINAL TWIST GEL CORE CHAMOIS

THREE TIMES MORE PROTECTION, COMfORT, AND LIGHTNESS!

THE PERfECT CHAMOIS fOR THE HOTTEST DAyS

An unprecedented innovation! C3 is built through a new process called Carving Technology, which consists 
in digging (carving) two overlapping foam cores (5mm perforated foam density 60+10mm perforated 
with density 80) to reduce volume and thickness to create multiple densities without stitching. This special 
technique allows the pad maximum shock protection, incredible lightness, breathability, and perfect fit 
because it adheres better to the body allowing freedom of movement. Two gel inserts positioned in the 
support of the bones of the ischium (sit bones) allow neutralization of vibrations when the pad is under 
stress. Innovative is also the construction of the front panel. A soft shell (Conch) that protects the genitals 
and promotes perspiration, and the closed profile with heat sealing (Closed edge) that allows a more 
harmonious application of the chamois onto the shorts. C3 is designed to follow the shape of the male 
anatomy offering protection to both the bones of the ischium and perineal area and is soft and breathable 
on the skin thanks to an antibacterial microfiber layer.

NAT (NEXT, Airflow, Thermoshock) is a revolutionary new chamois – it is the first Santini padding from the 
NEXT generation. The NEXT core is enclosed between two foam layers ranging from 2 to 4mm thick. The 
top layer is an antibacterial microfibre that guarantees maximum hygiene while in contact with the skin. 
At the base of the padding, two anatomical wings in soft microfibre protect the most sensitive areas from 
irritation and soreness. 

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION

All the Santini paddings are exclusively designed and developed in-house in Italy and are the result of scientific research and rigorous testing to
offer you extreme comfort and performance. You just need to decide which one fits you best!
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C3 WOMAN

PADDINGS fOR WOMEN

TOTAL PROTECTION, COMfORT AND LIGHTNESS

ANTI-SHOCk TWIST GEL CORE CHAMOIS CuT fOR WOMEN  

COOLMAx CHAMOIS DESIGNED fOR THE fEMALE ANATOMy

Designed to gently follow female contours, we added two soft anti-chafing microfibre wings 
to enhance comfort and fit. A layer of gel, placed between two thin foam layers, absorbs 
shocks reliably and gradually and always returns to its initial shape, even after long hours in 
the saddle. The upper layer is a soft antibacterial and anti-irritation microfibre, stitched from 
the inside so that there is no stitching in contact with the skin.

Developed to perfectly follow the contours of the female anatomy, pro GRACE is ideal for any cycling activity, 
whether indoors or out. The multiple density foam layers have been developed to offer progressive shock 
absorption: higher in the area in contact with the saddle; lower on the outside. The antibacterial microfibre, 
the absence of stitching in contact with the skin and the anatomical wings guarantee maximum comfort 
on the saddle. For great performance without compromising on grace or femininity.

1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION

1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

An unprecedented innovation! C3W is built through a new process called Carving Technology, 
which consists in digging (carving) two overlapping foam cores (5mm perforated foam 
density 60+10mm perforated with density 80) to reduce volume and thickness to create 
multiple densities without stitching. This special technique allows the pad maximum shock 
protection, incredible lightness, breathability, and perfect fit because it adheres better to the 
body allowing freedom of movement. Two gel inserts positioned in the support of the bones 
of the ischium (sit bones) allow neutralization of vibrations when the pad is under stress.  
C3W is designed to follow the shape of the female anatomy offering total protection and 
comfort, and it is soft and breathable on the skin thanks to an antibacterial microfiber layer.

PRO GRACE

GIL2

PRO

Designed for the female anatomy, the Santini  paddings for women are designed and developed in our laboratories to ensure maximum 
shock-protection and great comfort and are tested by our most demanding professional athletes to offer you always the best.
Choose the one that suits more to your riding style and experience the difference!
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SIZE CHART

COLORS
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RED
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AZ
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GI

YELLOW FLUO

GAMbALI / GINOCCHIERE / MANICOTTI

CIRCUMFERENCE OF UPPER HEM (CM)

LEG WARMERS (CM) KNEE WARMERS (CM) ARM WARMERS (CM)

XS - S 34.5 36.5 24.5

M - L 37.5 38.5 26.5

XL - XXL 40.5 40.5 28.5

54 6

LEG WARMERS / kNEE WARMERS / ARM WARMERS

LENGHT (CM)

LEG WARMERS (CM) KNEE WARMERS (CM) ARM WARMERS (CM)

XS - S 64 41.5 42.5

M - L 68 43.5 45.5

XL - XXL 71 46 48.5

1 2 3

PLEASE NOTE: Our standard sizes go up to 4XL however, should you need, we can produce custom sizes up to 8XL

SOCkS

I / UE USA UK

X - S 36 - 39 4 1/2 - 7 4 - 6 1/2

M - L 40 - 43 7 1/2 - 9 7 - 9

XL - XXL 44 - 47 10 - 13 10 - 12 1/2

1 1 1

bOOTIES

I / UE USA UK

X - S 36 - 39 4 1/2 - 7 4 - 6 1/2

M - L 40 - 43 7 1/2 - 9 7 - 9

XL - XXL 44 - 47 10 - 13 10 - 12 1/2

1 1 1

GLOvES

POLLICI CM

XS 6,5” 16,50

S 7” 17,80

M 7,5” 19,10

L 8” 20,30

XL 8,5” 21,60

XXL 9” 22,90

1 1

MAN

HEIGHT (CM) CHEST (CM) WAIST (CM)    INSEAM (CM)

S 172 - 176 92 - 96 78 - 82 21 - 22

M 175 - 179 96 - 100 82 - 86 22 - 23

L 178 -182 100 - 104 86 - 90 23 - 24

XL 181 - 185 104 - 108 90 - 94 24 - 25

XXL 184 - 188 108 - 112 94 - 98 26 - 27

3XL 187 - 191 112 - 116 98 - 102 26 - 27

4XL 190 - 193 116 - 120 102  - 106 26 - 27

1 2 3 4

WOMAN

HEIGHT (CM) CHEST (CM) WAIST (CM) HIPS (CM)    INSEAM (CM)

XS 160 - 163 78 - 82 60 - 64 84 - 88 16

S 164 - 170 82 - 86 64 - 68 88 - 92 17

M 166 - 172 86 - 90 68- 72 92 - 96 18

L 168 - 174 90 - 94 172 - 176 172 - 176 172 - 176

XL 169 - 175 94 - 100 76 - 80 100 - 104 19.5

XXL 170 - 176 100 - 104 80 - 84 104 - 108 20

1 2 3 4 5
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All the Santini staff for the great work that has enabled the creation of this collection.
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“IN CYCLING WHAT REALLY MATTERS IS MIND, LEGS AND HEART. 

WE LIKE TO ADD TECHNOLOGY AND STYLE”

PIETRO SANTINI

Santini Maglificio Sportivo’s President


